The present paper reports on numerical investigations of vortical structures in transient flow regimes generated by the local action of the Lorentz force on an electrically conductive fluid. The locally imposed non-uniform magnetic field generates similar effects as observed for flows over submerged solid obstacles. It is demonstrated that complex flow patterns can be generated by imposing magnetic fields of different strengths. The initial validation of the electromagnetically extended Navier-Stokes solver on unstructured numerical grids is performed in the low-Reynolds number range 100≤Re≤400 for different values of the magnetic interaction parameter. A generally good agreement is obtained in comparison with similar numerical studies of Votyakov et al. (2007 Votyakov et al. ( ,2008 for the low-Reynolds number cases. Then, a series of simulations are performed in transitional flow regimes (Re=900) for different values of the interaction parameter (N=3, ..., 25). Simulations demonstrated the appearance of vortex-shedding phenomena similar to the flows behind solid obstacles. In contrast to the solid obstacles, the magnetic obstacles also generated the vortical flow patterns inside the magnetically affected regions. This feature can be used for the flow control of electrically conductive fluids, for efficient enhancements of the wallheat transfer or for better mixing of passive scalars. Despite the laminar inflow conditions, turbulent bursts are observed in the magnetic wake region for the Re=900 case. The velocity spectra and spatial distributions of the long-time averaged second-moments of the velocity field demonstrated that turbulence was locally sustained in the proximity of the magnetic wake edge.
Introduction
The predictions of electrically conductive fluid motion in transient and turbulent regimes in the presence of an imposed non-homogeneous magnetic field is the key for the potential optimisation studies of numerous industrial and technological processes. Such interactions between flow and electromagnetic field (EMF) are present in metallurgy (continuous steel casting, arc welding for joining metals, electromagnetic stirring and mixing), semiconductor production (crystal growth in steady, fixed and rotating magnetic fields), aerospace (hypersonic aerodynamic control and thrust vectoring by magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) devices), or in the new generation of fusion reactors (International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) project). Since the experiments in such extreme conditions are difficult to perform, numerical insights into flow/turbulence/EMF interactions can provide important information that can be used for control and further optimisations in a wide range of applications.
The present study explores similarity concepts between flows around solid and magnetic obstacles.
Due to the active Lorentz force, a multi-vortex pattern can occur in the wake of a magnetic obstacle, Fig. 1 . In addition to the wake region, strong flow reorganisation is also present inside the magnetic obstacle. This feature makes it possible to enhance mixing or heat transfer. The two-dimensional studies of the flow past a magnetic obstacle for very low Re (Re=100 and 200) were studied in Cuevas et al. (2006a Cuevas et al. ( , 2006b ) and Beltran et al. (2010) . It was shown that after reaching a critical threshold of imposed magnetic field, the instantaneous velocity field revealed the appearance of vortex shedding behind a magnetic obstacle. Votyakov et al. (2007 Votyakov et al. ( , 2008 reported on a three-dimensional constrained flow around a magnetic obstacle in a rectangular duct. The 100≤Re≤400 range was considered in this study and different aspect ratios of the imposed magnetic obstacle analysed. Stationary flow fields were obtained and analysed in the central horizontal plane. Votyakov and Kassinos (2009) reported on the analogy between streamlined magnetic and solid obstacles. They observed that for a Reynolds number larger than a critical value, the braking of vortices (vortex shedding) from the magnetic obstacle was similar to those occurring past solid obstacles. Additional analysis of the core of the magnetic obstacle was performed in Votyakov and Kassinos (2010) . The two-dimensional numerical simulations revealed a new recirculation patterns composed of many (even number) vortices aligned along the spanwise line crossing the magnetic gap.
The present study focuses on the generation of vortical structures by imposed magnetic obstacles in the transitional flow regimes. Spatial and temporal evolutions of turbulent bursts, identified as pockets of high velocity fluctuations, will be analysed in details.
Mathematical formulation
The equations describing interactions between an imposed steady magnetic field and a flow of an incompressible, electrically conductive fluid consist of conservation of mass, momentum and total electric current, and is finally closed by an additional equation for electric potential, originating from Ohm's law for a moving conductor:
Here, V, B, J and φ are the velocity, the magnetic field, the total electric current and the electric potential, respectively, Kenjereš and Hanjalić (2000) . The strength of interactions between the fluid and the electromagnetic field is described by the interaction parameter N that represents a ratio between the Lorentz and the inertial forces, i.e. N=σL 0 B 2 0 /ρV 0 , where σ is the electric conductivity, ρ is the density of the fluid and B 0 is the magnetic field intensity in the centre of the magnetic gap. The Reynolds number is defined as Re=V 0 L 0 /ν, where V 0 is the bulk horizontal inlet velocity, L 0 the vertical half-distance of the rectangular duct (in the y-direction) and ν the kinematic viscosity. The Hartmann number represents a ratio between the Lorentz and the viscous forces, Ha = B 0 L 0 σ/ρν = √ NRe. The magnetic field distributions originating from permanent magnets of opposite polarities and dimensions −M x ≤x≤M x , −M z ≤z≤M z , with separation between magnets −h≤y≤h and enclosed in a ferromagnetic yoke, can be calculated from a semi-analytical simplification of the Biot-Savart's and Maxwell equations, Akoun et al. (1984) , Votyakov et al. (2008 :
where
The field is then multiplied such that B(0, 0, 0) = B 0 y, where B 0 was selected to obtain desired N value. With known components of the imposed magnetic field, we have a fully closed system of equations, Eqs.(1-3). Note that this system of equations is valid only for the one-way coupling between velocity and electromagnetic fields (no backreaction of the velocity field on the imposed magnetic field, i.e. when the magnetic Reynolds number Kenjereš et al., 2006; Hanjalić, 2007a, 2007b; Kenjereš, 2009b) . Despite the one-way coupling between velocity and imposed magnetic field (the imposed magnetic field is constant in time), the Lorentz force is both space-and time-dependent (in contrast to situations where the imposed Lorentz force was constant in time, e.g. Thibault and Rossi, 2003; Rossi et al., 2006a Rossi et al., , 2006b Kenjereš et al., 2009; Kenjereš, 2008 Kenjereš, , 2009a Kenjereš, , 2011 . This is because of the relatively high electric conductivity of the fluid where also induced electric current must be taken into account (similar to Hanjalić and Kenjereš, 2000 Kenjereš, , 2001 Kenjereš and Hanjalić, 2004 -but where a uniformly imposed magnetic field was applied over the entire flow domain). The direct influence of the Lorentz force (F=J×B) will be confined to the region where the magnetic field is present (inside the magnetic obstacle).
Numerical method
The system of equations (1)- (3) is discretised and solved by a finite-volume based numerical solver for unstructured numerical grids, Ničeno et al. (2005) . The numerical code is able to combine hexagonal and tetrahedral control volumes (CVs), but since the presently simulated flows are in a simple rectangular geometry, a structured non-uniform rectangular mesh is employed. The mesh is refined in spanwise direction in the proximity of the walls and in streamwise direction in the proximity of the magnetic obstacle edges (the entrance and the outlet of the magnetic field region). Convective and diffusive terms are calculated by the second-order central-difference scheme (CDS). Time integration is performed using a fully implicit second-order three-consecutive-time levels scheme. The value of the time step is set to provide that CFL≈0.5. The SIMPLE algorithm is used for coupling velocity and pressure fields. The linearised system of discretised equations is solved by the diagonally incomplete LU pre-conditioned Cholesky Bi-Conjugate Gradient method (BiCG), Barrett et al. (1994) . The message-passing-interface (MPI) domain-decomposition directives are used to run solver in the parallel mode. The present simulations were performed using 4-8 CPUs on the local Beowulf-Linux cluster.
Results

Low Reynolds number range (100≤Re≤400)
The flow of an electrically conductive fluid (Galinstan, Ga 0.68 In 0.20 Sn 0.12 , ρ=6360 kg/m 3 , µ=2.1624×10
Pa·s, σ=3.46×10 6 S/m) in a rectangular channel with electrically insulated walls subjected to a nonuniform magnetic field in the low-Reynolds number flow regimes (100≤Re≤400) is considered first, Fig. 2 . The geometrical parameters are adjusted to be similar with the parameters used in Votyakov et al. (2007 Votyakov et al. ( ,2008 Votyakov et al. (2007 Votyakov et al. ( , 2008 . Since different numerical discretisation methods (the finite-volume versus the finite-differences approach of Votyakov et al.) and different numerical mesh are used, we performed detailed comparisons with the results of Votyakov et al. (2007 Votyakov et al. ( , 2008 .
The non-dimensionalised streamwise velocity profiles (normalised to maximum inlet velocity) along the centreline are shown in Fig 
Intermediate Reynolds number range (Re=900)
Votyakov and Kassinos (2009) observed vortex shedding past a magnetic obstacle at Re=900, N=9.
They studied two kinds of initial and inlet conditions: unperturbed and perturbed case. For the unperturbed symmetric inlet velocity a symmetric vortex shedding was observed. For the perturbed inlet velocity, an asymmetric vortex shedding occurs.
To be able to access higher values of Re and N than previously addressed, the configuration shown in Fig. 2 is adjusted. In order to reduce numerical resolution requirements imposed by the presence of the four walls (since both hydrodynamical and Hartmann boundary layers must be properly resolved in the proximity of the walls), we will consider a configuration where the two-side walls are removed and replaced by symmetry boundary conditions (i.e. walls in the z-directions are removed). A new numerical mesh was created consisting of 240×80×100 control volumes that are refined in the proximity of the remaining walls and edges of the imposed magnetic field. This numerical mesh should be sufficiently fine to properly resolve the flow for the selected value of Re=900. will influence the distribution of the electric potential (φ). This change in the electric potential will lead to changes of the total electric current (J) and finally, through the Lorentz force effects (F L =J×B), the underlying velocity field will be affected, and a full circle of interactions will be closed. It can be seen that a stronger magnetic field generates stronger electric potential differences, and consequently, stronger electric currents, Fig. 6 . The stronger total electric current generates a stronger Lorentz force and imposes a stronger braking of the flow. higher value of the interaction parameter (N=10) generates a significantly shorter magnetic wake, Fig. 8 . 
Long-time averaged fields
Now we focus on the long-time averaged velocity fields. After reaching a fully developed flow with distinct vortex-shedding structures, we started to collect statistics for evaluation of the first-and secondorder moments. In order to get fully statistically convergent averaging samples, we used 10 4 instantaneous realisations. Three-dimensional representations of the long-term averaged velocity field for Re=900 and for two different values of the interaction parameter N= 3 and 10, are shown in Fig. 15 .
For the weak magnetic interaction parameter (N=3), the averaged flow is slightly deflected from the magnetic region and accelerated in the spanwise direction (z−), but there is no visible recirculation, 
Summary and conclusions
We performed numerical simulations of the flow of an electrically conductive fluid under the one-way coupled influence of a locally imposed non-uniform magnetic field. A fully coupled system of equations involves solving the Navier-Stokes equations for velocity and pressure fields, and a simplified set of the Maxwell's equations for distributions of the imposed magnetic field and generated electric currents. Case A: Re=100, N=4, Ha=20
Case B: Re=100, N=11.25, Ha=33.5
Case C: Re=400, N=11.25, Ha=67 Dashed vertical lines indicate borders of the magnetic obstacle. Note that the origin of the coordinate system is now moved to the magnet centre. V 0 is maximum of the inlet velocity.
Re=900, N=3, Ha=52
Re=900, N=10, Ha=95
Re=900, N=25, Ha=150 
